




We offer various inspection facilities to 
enhance the quality and performance of 
our esteemed range, including:

Length Measuring Machine
Profile Projector
Micrometers
Snap GaugesSnap Gauges
Vernier up to 500mm
Bore Gauges
Slip Gauges
Dial Gauges in micron range

Our experienced team conducts rigorous 
quality and performance tests, such as:

Physical and chemical property testing
Dimensional checks
Hardness checks
Tensile strength testing
Finish testing
Dynamic balancing testingDynamic balancing testing

Additionally, our in-house design unit and 
CAD/CAM facility contribute to providing 
optimal solutions for our valued clients. 
Throughout every step, our team of 
quality and performance inspectors 
closely monitors each process.











PRECISION
HOLDINGTOOLS

ngineering Supplies exemplifies a 

commitment to precision and excellence, 

positioning itself as a technological leader in 

the production of precision collets. With a 

focus on maintaining international quality 

standards, our company manufactures a 

diverse range of tool holding collets ith diverse range of tool holding collets ith 

unparalleled accuracy and consistency. Our 

dedication to Performance, Availability, 

and Satisfaction ensures that customers 

receive top-tier products every time.

Our commitment to quality extends to the thorough inspection of every collet during the final phase, 

guaranteeing that each product meets our stringent standards. Prior to shipment, a comprehensive 

visual check is conducted to ensure the integrity of the collets before they are sent to our finish goods 

stores. By maintaining this un avering dedication to precision and quality, ngineering Supplies aims 

to set a benchmark and establish a robust presence in the global market.

At ngineering Supplies, e uphold the highest

levels of precision throughout our manufacturing

process. From meticulously selecting premium

steel sourced from uropean countries for our

ra materials to implementing a rigorous 00

inspection at the final stage, e take pride in our

stable processes and strive to achieve Six Sigma

quality standards. tili ing electronic Air Gauges

and adhering to international inspection

procedures, e meticulously scrutini e each

stage of production to ensure dimensional

tolerance conformity.







SSE L
TOOLS

The rise of ndustry .0 signals a profound transforma-

tion in the manufacturing sector, ushering in the age of 

intelligent factories. Through the idespread deploy-

ment of sensors and the seamless integration of data 

collection, transmission, and analysis capabilities, 

manufacturers no  enjoy unprecedented levels of 

visibility and control over their operations. This 

paradigm shift enables seamless communication among 

tools, machinery, and personnel, driving efficiency and 

innovation.

At ngineering Supplies, e embrace the 

opportunities presented by ndustry .0, offering a 

comprehensive suite of electric and pneumatic tool 

solutions tailored to the diverse needs of industries solutions tailored to the diverse needs of industries 

such as automotive, aerospace, general manufacturing, 

and light assembly. With a distinguished track record of 

providing top-tier industrial tools, ngineering Supplies 

stands as your trusted partner in navigating the 

complexities of modern manufacturing landscapes. 








